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C a l i f o r n i a   T i r e  D e a l e r s   A s s o c i a t i o n  

                                                                                              

 

 

Court Rules:  
 

 Employers Must Post Union Rights         
  

As you will recall, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) last year issued a 
Final Rule that would require employers to notify employees of their rights under 
the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). The poster notice states that 
employees have the right to act together to improve wages and working conditions, 
to form, join and assist a union, to bargain collectively with their employer, and to 
refrain from any of these activities. It also provides examples of unlawful 
employer and union conduct and instructs employees how to contact the NLRB 
with questions and complaints. 
 

Virtually all employers will have to post  beginning April 30, 2012 
 
 
 

(See page 3 for very important modifications to the ruling) 
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The Green Machine combines high output, up to 12 cfm, and 
complete automation. Attach the quick connect tire service hoses 
select the final inflation pressure, turn the fill valve to “Fill”, press 
the start button and walk away. The Green Machine equalizes and 
balances the pressure to within .3 psi and emits an audible signal 
the service is complete. 
Limited 5 year warranty. 

59540: NCS 8 Unit Specs.: power req. 100 - 120 v, oper. temp. 
-4° F to 158° F; air input range 100 to 200 psi; N2 purity 95 
99+% (adjustable); N2 output 12 cfm @ 160 psi / 80°; oper. 
range 5 - 160 psi; accuracy +/- 0.5 psi.
59539: NCS 6 Unit Specs.: power req. 100 - 120 v, oper. temp. 
-4° F to 158° F; air input range 125 to 150 psi; N2 purity 95 
99+% (adjustable); N2 output 4 cfm @ 116 psi / 80°; oper. range 
5 - 90 psi; accuracy +/- 0.5 psi.

BESSER  Green Machine
•  Compact size & portability 

provides a single nitrogen 
solution for almost any application

59545

Auto club membership includes:
 - Tire repair or replacement coverage

 - 24-Hour roadside assistance

 - 24-Hour battery service

 - Theft & Hit & Run Protection

 - Trip Routing Service

 - 24-Hour towing 

 - 24-Hour Emergency Fluid Delivery

 - Lost Key & Lockout Service

 - Travel Benefits

 - Trip Interruption Service 

• Keep in touch with your customers & increase sales

• Valve Cap program includes Auto club membership

• Sign up customers using your existing nitrogen equipment

• Monthly personalized emails & text messages to your customers

Order 
No.

Mfr. 
No. Description

 59540 NCS 8 Green Machine
 59539 NCS 6 Green Machine

Go Green Tire Inflation Maintenance 
& Customer Retention Program
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Vice President 
 

Don Zavattero                      (510) 783 7085 
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Directors  
 

Paul Arellano                        (562) 802 2752 

Lakin Tire 
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Larry’s Tire Mart 
 

Carol Dellabalma                 (707)  822 5191 

T.P. Tire Service 
 

Bill Fuqua                             (626) 856 1400 
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Jay Goldberg                        (310) 614 1976 

CTDA 
 

Hub Gurnari              (408) 971 3900 
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Bruce’s Tire 
 

Scott Hughfill                       (619) 667 5000 

Great Western Tire 
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Lee’s Service 
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CSTDA 
 

Russell Miller                        (805) 928 2661 

Wayne’s Tire 
 

George Pehanick                   (707) 437 4700 

East Bay Tire Co. 
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Sanford Firestone 
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Scott Shubin                          (559) 498 7705 

Goodguys 
 

John A Solon                        (510) 632 3404 

Myers Tire Supply 
 

Gary Tillery                          (619) 280 0331 

Tire Depot 
 

 

 

 

Court Ruling -continued from page 1 
 

According to SESCO Management Consultants labor union membership 

fell almost 10% in a single year - from 15,327,000 in 2009 to  

14,715,000 in 2010, a loss of 612,000 members. (Private sector loss:  

339,000 - public sector loss: 317,000). 
 

It stands to reason that this decline in membership is one of the reasons  

for the action of NLRB and also for the counter reaction of the U.S. 

Chamber of Commerce. 
 

Whether or not the private sector believes that the present government  

uses its powers to support an expansion of the unions - is irrelevant. The 

fact is that the NLBR has won round 1. 
 

So here are the facts: 
 

• The court has ruled that employers must post union rights 
 

• Most employers are covered  by the National Labor Relations Act 

even if: 

                 the company does not have a union 

                 and for most regardless of size  
 

• The court also said that the NLRB had stretched the interpreta-

tion at what its enforcement authority allows it to do. The NLRB 

wanted the failure to post to be an “automatic” unfair labor 

practice.. The court rejected that and  the NLRB’s effort to pe-

nalize employers by extending the statute of limitations for un-

fair labor practice complaints, if you did not post the poster.  

 

Conclusion: The decision gave neither side what it wanted, it is possible 

there will be an appeal; 

 

You can print the poster by going: www.nlrb.gov/poster. The poster 

will be printed on 2 pages and you can just tape them together. (The 

poster must be 11 x 17 - you may nor shrink it). 
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Legislative Report 
 

By Terry Leveille 
President of T.L. & Associates 

 
.On the legislative front: 
 
1) AB 2065 (Galgiani, D-Tracy) would place shops that sell "tires only" under the 
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Automotive Repair. 
 
In a number of cases, the "tires sales only" businesses advertise low tire prices 
but then surprise the unwitting customer with various hidden fees and charges.  
These shops unfairly advertise misleading prices, and by doing so they unfairly 
compete with legitimate tire dealers who operate under BAR.  Since the "tire 
sales only" businesses are not under BAR, customers rarely file complaints with 
local district attorneys. 
 
The California Tire Dealers Association (CTDA) supports this bill.  With "tire 
sales only" businesses under the jurisdiction of BAR, the Bureau could 
investigate complaints and possibly suspend or revoke their business licenses.  
Customers would also be able to seek civil remedies from the companies. 
 
AB 2065 was referred to the Assembly Committee on Business, Professions 
and Economic Development.  We are waiting for a hearing date. 
 
2) SB 1067 (Emmerson, R-Riverside) would, among other things, require the 
California Air Resources Board to amend the "check and inflate" regulations 
relating to "tire age."   CTDA is supporting the bill. 
 
Nationwide, tire dealers are confronting a rash of "tire aging" legislation that, if 
passed, could have lawyers suing retailers for accidents resulting from older 
tires.  The problem is that no one knows at what age a tire is considered unsafe  
 
SB 1067 will require the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) to develop regulations based on a scientific study of "tire age" before 
automotive service providers (primarily tire dealers and car dealers who sell 
tires) can refuse to "check and inflate" a customer's tire because of age. 
 
For the past few years, CTDA, along with Les Schwab Tire Centers, has taken 
the lead in opposing California legislation that would put tire retailers at risk for 
lawsuits dealing with tire age.  No study yet has determined just when the age of 
a tire makes it an unsafe tire. 
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The Original USED RIM crew! 
 

OEM Alloy & Steel Wheels/Center Caps   
Used, Reconditioned, Replicas 

We Buy Take-Offs 
 

1 800 383 7974 
 

Next Day Noon  Delivery 
to Most of California 

 

sales@1800EveryRim.com 
 
 
 

 
 

We also defeated AB 323 
(Yamada, D-Davis) which would 
have required tire dealers to 
display the following sign advising  
customers about tire aging: 
 
“WARNING! Tires degrade over 
 time even if not used.  Tires older 
 than six years can cause sudden  
tire failure.  IF YOU HAVE A 
 COMPLAINT, CALL THE  
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER 
 AFFAIRS AT 1-800-952-5210.” 
 
Once again, if the bill had passed, 
 the first thing a good trial lawyer  
would do for a client that was hurt  
after a blowout is check out the 
client's tire dealer. 
 
All of us know that as tires age, 
 the rubber loses its elasticity and 
 begins to break down. Tires that  
are exposed to heat, especially  
spares or those that have been  
in tire shops  for a lengthy period  
without being driven, tend to be 
 more prone to fail.  The real  
question is when. 

 
In 2009, CTDA killed two bills dealing with "tire aging" because of this lack of definitive 
studies. 
 
We defeated AB 496 (Davis, D-Los Angeles) which would have required a tire dealer to 
disclose to a customer, in writing, the date of manufacture of a new or used tire.  Further, 
the retailer would have been required to provide the following statement regarding the risk 
associated with tire age:  “Tires deteriorate with age, even if they have never or seldom 
been used.  As tire age they are more prone to sudden failure that can cause a vehicle to 
crash.  This applies also to the spare tire and tires that are stored for future use.  Heat 
caused by hot climates or frequent high loading conditions can accelerate the aging 
process.  Most vehicle manufacturers recommend that tires be replaced after six years, 
regardless of the remaining tread depth.” 
 
If AB 496 had passed, California tire dealers could have been liable if a customer did not get the 
disclosure and was later injured or killed in an accident. 

Continues on page 6                                                                                                                         Page 5 



Continued from page 5 - Legislative Report bu Terry Leveille 
 

 
Some automakers, including Porsche/Audi, Ford Motor Company, Chrysler Group LLC 
and BMW A.G. recommend changing tires after six years, no matter how much tread 
depth the tires still have. 
 
Four tire makers, Bridgestone Corp., Cooper Tire & Rubber Company, Michelin North 
America, Inc. and Continental Tire the Americas LLC recommend replacing tires after 
they reach ten years of age. 
 
SB 1067 has been referred to the Senate Committee on Environmental Quality.  It is 
due to be heard on April 16.  I will have a report on the progress of the bill in the next 
issue of Tires & Treading. 
 
 
On the taxation front: 
 
 
The "Think Long Committee for California," financed with $20 million by billionaire 
Nicolas Berggruen, has been working on a long-term strategy to get California out of 
its debt mess and deal with taxation and spending in a manner that reflects present 
day realities.  Committee members include such dignitaries as former Secretaries of 
State George Schultz and Condoleezza Rice, former Speaker of the Assembly and 
Mayor of San Francisco, Willie Brown, former California Governor, Gray Davis, Eric 
Schmidt of Google and billionaire Eli Broad of the Broad Foundation. 
 
Among the issues the Committee is tackling is taxation, specifically trying to reduce the 
volatile revenue stream going into the state that relies too heavily on income taxes. 
 
According to the Committee, one-half of California's $2 trillion economy is now made 
up of services and technology.  To this end, Mr. Berggruen has suggested that 
California lower income tax rates but create a "service" tax.   
 
Whether or not such a proposal comes to the Legislature or, more likely, to the voters 
via the initiative process, tire retailers should take heed.  This issue will not be on the 
ballot in the near future, but Mr. Berggruen said that the Committee will be open to 
suggestions on this and other Committee proposals and most likely modify them before 
moving forward.  He said it will take many years to achieve the changes proposed by 
the Think Long Committee, but that he was in it for the long run. 
 
 
 
Terry Leveille, President of TL & Associates, is your representative in Sacramento.  If you have 
 any questions about bills, new laws, waste tire regulations or programs, or need copies of bills, 
 please give him a call.   
                                                        He can be reached at 916-709-7566 or  
                                                        by e-mail at terry@caltirereport.com

Terry Leveille, President of TL & Associates, is your representative in Sacramento.  If you have 
 any questions about bills, new laws, waste tire regulations or programs, or need copies of bills, 
 please give him a call.   
                                                        He can be reached at 916-709-7566 or  
                                                        by e-mail at terry@caltirereport.com 
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Regional Roundup 
 

The views and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the California Tire Dealers 
Association.  Contents of this publication reflect the opinion of authors only.  This publication is for informational 
purposes only. 

 North East Bay Area                           George Pehanick, East Bay Tire Co.  
                                                       (707) 437 4700 -  gpehanick@eastbaytire.com 
 
 Just returned from two weeks down under, Perth Australia. I visited a number of good, 
solid, hardworking, independent tire dealers down there.  
 
Perth is a beautiful small town on the west shore of the continent. Only 2 million residents 
in a country roughly the size of the USA with a total of 23 million residents. I joked with 
the locals that we have more 'illegals' in the USA than they have legitimate citizens. There 

are miles and  miles of gorgeous sandy beaches and beautiful sunny weather, Perth -itself - is a very expensive 
place to visit. 
 
 The mining and natural gas business is booming in Australia and is really the basis of their economy. Most of the 
independent commercial tire dealers are doing quite well - making money and reinvesting it in their businesses. 
Bridgestone and Firestone tires are primarily distributed  through company owned stores. I believe - the truth to be 
told - that this is the direction Bridgestone is going worldwide. As a result, I discovered that the local independent 
dealers have  great disdain for Bridgestone and their tactics.  We are also seeing it being implemented against the 
independent dealers here in California. It's my opinion -that for the most part  - the worlds three primary 
manufactures are a ruthless bunch. They may talk of 'partnership'  -and all the other happy talk - but sooner or later 
its a one way (their way) or the highway relationship.  
 
Bridgestone was once a fine company. East Bay Tire Co was one of the first US distributors back in the late 50's. 
My grandfather  personally knew Mr. Ishibahi - the founder of Bridgestone. His name -translated - literally means, 
Stone Bridge. My grandfather told me he was an honorable man. Today more and more of these major rubber 
companies are populated by sleazy, two faced, corporate cowards. One should almost think that they had worked 
for - and learned from - the Obama administration.  
 
A bit of unsolicited advice, trust them as far as you can control the situation.  Get -   whatever they promise or     
imply - in writing. If not - you will  probably regret it later.          Anybody-But-Obama !! 

 
 
San Fernando Valley                                Bill Fuqua, Turbo Wholesale Tire 
                                                                   (626) 856 1400 - bill@turbotire.com 
         
                           A & V Tire, Oxnard CA 

 
Armando Valenzuela (no relation to Fernando) emigrated from Mexico to the 
United States when he was in his late teens and quickly found work as a tire  
  installer.  He was a quick learner and eventually ran the service department.  Soon 

Armando was overseeing all aspects of the business including the service department, wholesale delivery to other 
stores, automotive entities and tire adjustments. He was also the go-to guy for any customer complaints. 
 
Armando enjoyed the opportunity to work independently, and to experience all the different people and situations 
that he encountered on a daily basis.  He was an integral part of that business and because of his honesty, sincerity 
and customer service the business grew leaps and bounds. 



 Eventually Armando decided he wanted to open his own business and saw Oxnard CA as a highly active market 
with an expanding market (not to mention he could get local produce products at a discounted price!). 
 
Today A & V Tire is a thriving business with not only Armando but his beautiful daughters Elsa, Gabriela and his 
son Armando Jr. who returns to works on college breaks.  His other employees are like family as well and they all 
enjoy staying in touch with their customers from all walks of life and having the opportunity to serve generation 
after generation.  Armando has retained good employees because he really does treat them like family, and he always 
lends a helping hand, when needed.   
 
I asked Armando what he liked least about the tire business today and he replied “the ever changing prices.”  When 
asked about the future of the tire business, Armando said “hopefully continuing to grow and service the loyal 
customer base that has helped AV survive and prosper here today.” 
 
Finally Armando simple but true advice for being successful as an independent tire dealer, “start simple, be honest, 
and take care of the customer.”  Armando has been in business 23 years and running. 

  South Bay                                           Hub Gurnari, South Valley Wholesale 

                                                           (408) 971 3900 - southvalley@sbcglobal.com 

 

 

 

 
Isn’t it great to live in California!?  I mean 
even with the high cost of living, I’ve 
always loved being close to the Ocean, 
places like Yosemite, Lake Tahoe, and the 
Gold country.  The greatest of all benefits 
though is the weather. 
 
I ride a Harley Davidson and last Sunday it 
was 80 degrees in Santa Cruz.  80 
degrees!!.  
  
I rode past the Boardwalk on the beach and 
there must have been 100 kids playing 
Volleyball in the sand all wearing bathing 
suits in February and March.  California!!  
Sun, warm weather, beautiful ocean, and as 
a bonus….lots of bikini clad beauties.  
 
I know we like to complain about our 
roads, traffic, and high cost of living here 
but I just couldn’t imagine living anyplace 
else.  Just think of all the things you can do 
and see that many other states don’t have.  
We have Ocean, great National and State 
parks, the tallest and biggest trees in the 
world.  We have probably the most 
beautiful Lake anywhere in Lake Tahoe.  

Continues on page 10                                                                                                                             Page 9 



have the Golden Gate Bridge, Lombard Street, as well as many sites in San Francisco.  In the LA area we 
have Disneyland, miles of warm beaches (also overrun with bikini clad lasses).  The San Diego area is 
fabulous if you’re an Ocean lover.  The quiet rocky beaches of Northern California around Gualala are so 
peaceful you can walk them for hours and realize there’s no crowd to deal with.  I’ve walked beaches there 
and crossed paths with as few as half a dozen people in 2 or 3 hours. 
 
As I said, I know we like to complain about California but I - for one - don’t plan on moving anywhere else 
any time soon. 
 

 
East Bay                                                        John A Solon, Myers Tire Supply 
                                                            (510) 632 3403 - jsolon@myersturesupply.com 
 
 
As we move into spring, tire dealers in the East Bay tell us that, in general, business is down 
compared to last year. They attribute this to a very mild winter, and the recent surge in gas 
prices (reducing customer’s disposable income). Having said that; we continue to see signs of 
increased economic activity (road, residential, and commercial building) along the Hwy 580 

corridor east of Santa Rita Road, Hwy 680 in southern Pleasanton, and in areas along HWY 880. In addition, we’re 
seeing an increase in activity at the Port of Oakland (intermodal trailer, and tractor business). We are beginning to 
see rain move through the bay area (and snow in the Sierras). The weather should bring with it increased tire sales 
(and weather related items), and with luck a spring surge. 
 
The topic of conversation in year 2012 has been tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS). Compared to year 2011 
tire dealers have seen a significant increase in the number of cars and light trucks equipped with TPMS systems in 
their stores. Tire dealers tend to fall into one of two camps regarding TPMS. One camp (a decreasing number) views 
it as a nuisance and avoids servicing these systems, and the other views it as revenue opportunity, and actively 
promotes servicing TPMS valves and sensors.  
 
An overview: 

 Valve stem kits and valves – It is recommended when replacing tires that valve caps, valve cores (different 
from a standard valve core), nut, and grommet are replaced on clamp in style TPMS valves. And that the 
valve stem is replaced on snap in style valves. Assortment kits with inventory of these items are available. 

 TPMS scan tools – These tools range from relatively simple tools that will activate the sensor (to make sure 
it’s working) to more sophisticated tools that will read tire temperature, pressure, sensor battery life, and 
have the capability to “relearn” the TPMS system (on Asian nameplate vehicles) through the OBD II 
connection. 

 On site programmable sensors – Within the past year systems have been introduced that allow a store to 
quickly program a blank TPMS sensor on site giving them the ability to replace a broken sensor, or a 
sensor with a dead (or low) battery.    

 
This is next generation valve stem and should be serviced accordingly. And with an estimated battery life of five 
years, sensor replacement represents a significant revenue opportunity.  

 
Los Angeles - South Bay Area 
                                                              Chris Barry, Independent Tire Dealers Group 
                                                                     (310) 251 9527 - chris@itdgusa.com 
 

HELLO ALL CALIFORNIA TIRE DEALER ASSOCIATION MEMBERS 
AND PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS !!! 
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